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ABSTRACT
When disasters occur, they impact the heart of the community: the library.
Although some libraries are moderately equipped with an effective emergency plan, most
are unprepared for a large-scale disaster. In such circumstances, library collections
would need to be protected against forces that could destroy entire towns. This poses the
question, how can a library be adequately prepared for a large-scale emergency? This
thesis addresses the necessity of a library to write a preparedness plan and train for a
possible emergency situation by analyzing the sections of the standard disaster response
scenarios as well as create small and large-scale case studies. Currently, disaster
response plans are very effective against small-scale disasters as shown by the
Pennsylvania State University’s response to their 1993 flood; however, in comparison to
large-scale disasters, like Hurricane Katrina, libraries are unprepared for the magnitude of
the disaster and the devastation it causes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Disaster—an event whose time is unexpected and whose consequences are seriously
destructive.” –Hilda Bohem (Disaster Planning and Recovery)
Super storms, hurricanes, tornados, floods, wildfire, tsunami, and earthquakes—
these are the unavoidable fears of librarians. An emergency disaster plan mitigates this
dread by preparing the library for possible disasters. Emergency management is a
continuous battle to prepare and preserve library collections in the face of emergencies so
that the library can immediately respond and recover. A shocking number of libraries are
utterly unprepared for either a small or large-scale environmental disaster. The United
States has nearly 121,169 libraries and “according to the Heritage Health Index … 80%
of collecting institutions do not have an emergency plan that includes collections with
staff trained to carry out the plan” (“ALA Fact Sheet 1”; "Disaster Preparedness and
Recovery"). Furthermore, a sample survey found that nearly 75% of all libraries have
experienced a disaster (Thomas and Voss 21). By extrapolating these figures, it can be
determined that a large number of libraries were woefully unprepared for the disasters
they faced. With such a high likelihood of something going wrong over time, Donia
Conn from the Northeast Document Conservation Center says it best, “[a disaster is] a
matter of when, not if” (Conn).
The geographic area dictates some of the likelihood that a small or large-scale
disaster will occur, however either disaster can be devastating. A small-scale disaster is
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localized to a section of the library such as a floor, collection, or department and can
include incidents such as burst pipes, isolated fires, or minor mold infection (Kahn 2003,
48). While this is an emergency, a fast acting disaster preparedness plan can prevent it
from turning into a catastrophe. However, large-scale disasters affect a significantly
more extensive area such as entire buildings, towns, and even states. Examples of these
include large fires and floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornados, and other
meteorological and geological events. Combating a large-scale disaster exceeds the
resources of the library and requires assistance from local or federal officials as well as
professional library and archival organizations. Disaster preparedness plans try to
address all ranges of these emergencies ranked in severity, as shown in Appendix A.
While modern meteorological equipment can predict some weather conditions
days in advance, many disasters occur with very little warning. In either situation, a
disaster response plan would organize preparations and prioritize collections so that as
much as possible the library inventory can be protected from the disaster. Furthermore, a
written plan and corresponding training will assist in the aftermath of the event in order
to maximize the restoration and repair efforts to revive damaged records and documents.
While some libraries may recoil at the thought of devoting time, labor, money, and
training into a concise and effective disaster response plan, it is ultimately more cost
effective to plan ahead and protect the resources in the library rather than having to
replace them after each emergency. Therefore, it is imperative that libraries create and
review disaster preparedness plans personalized to their location and risks.
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What is a Disaster?
There are many types of disasters for which libraries should have emergency
contingency plans. The Oxford English Dictionary defines disaster as “anything that
befalls of ruinous or distressing nature; a sudden or great misfortune, mishap, or
misadventure; a calamity.” However, according to Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), natural hazards can include: floods, tornados, hurricanes,
thunderstorms and lightening, winter storms and extreme cold, extreme heat, earthquakes,
volcanoes, landslides, tsunamis, and fires. The two other types of disasters listed by
FEMA are terrorism and technological hazards (hazardous material spills, chemical
emergencies, and nuclear power plant accidents). An essential element of disaster
preparedness is understanding weather terminology such as the difference between a
watch (when conditions have the potential of causing a storm), and a warning (when a
storm is imminent or already occurring) [Severe Weather Watches vs. Warnings]. This
awareness is paramount considering the rise in the frequency of large storms. Of course
certain types of disasters are more prone to occur in specific geographic areas. While
rain and flooding is widespread across the United States, hurricanes are more prone to
threaten libraries located from the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. Thus, each
library must assess the meteorological and geological hazards specific to their location
dictates in order to cater the emergency disaster plan to their unique needs. In any size
disaster, water damage is the most common threat to libraries; thus, this thesis will focus
on assessing vital parts of a disaster response plan for water related disasters and
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determine how disaster response plans must be modified when dealing with different
sized disasters.
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Chapter 2
The Steps in an Emergency Disaster Plan
“Without a disaster plan, the chances of libraries recovering completely are small.”
(Kahn 1998, ix)
During an emergency there will not be time to skim books, theses, or verbose
documents; an emergency disaster plan must be clear, concise, and well organized. The
practical approach requires a format with bullet points, maps, and charts instead of
lengthy passages. Each plan should be tailored to the individual library’s geographic
location, mission statement, resources, collections, and patron needs. In the event of an
emergency, a university wide plan will not be specific enough to cover the needs of the
books, records and/or the library. On a regular basis, the staff should each be given a
copy of the updated library’s disaster plan and conduct practice training exercises. Since
a disaster can occur at any point in time, print copies of the plan should also be located at
key locations on and off campus. By having multiple physical copies, personnel that are
not on site can access the plan regardless of whether the disaster has disrupted the
electricity and thus disabled digital copies. Ultimately, the purpose of an emergency
disaster preparedness plan is to promote safety, effective communication, and
cooperation in a crisis situation. The emergency disaster plan works to these goals
through five main steps: prevention, preparation, response, recovery, and reassessment.
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Prevention
An emergency response plan is active and in place long before a disaster actually
strikes. Libraries should analyze the building and storage facilities to physically assess
the current risks to the structures and location. By evaluating these safety risks, librarians
can identify and avoid preventable repercussions of natural disasters before they even
occur. For example, the disaster response team should be aware of all of the emergency
fire, motion, moisture, temperature sensors that can be used within a library to ensure the
safety of the collections (Conn). If these sensors were to be triggered after-hours would
an authority be automatically notified or would someone have to hear the alarms and
report it before notifications are sent out to assess the situation? Where and how many
fire extinguishers are located in the building? By having personnel trained in the use of
fire extinguishers, staff can stop small fires before they have the opportunity to spread. It
is equally important that personnel are aware of the water and sewage shut off valves.
Staff versed in their locations and functions can cut off water supplies to possible leaking
pipes or faulty sprinkler systems. The presence of proper safety sensors and equipment
located throughout the library, including basements and attics, enhances the likelihood
that a disaster can be caught early or averted without injuring patrons or damaging
collections.
Risk assessments should also be performed on the collections so that valuable
records are not stored in high-risk areas within the library. Hazardous microcosms can
occur in different areas within the library based on variances in temperature and humidity
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(Conn). Furthermore, any disrepair of the building structure has the potential to
exacerbate these microcosms and any potential natural disasters. These areas require
evaluation and repair before a small hole in the roof and a torrential downpour ruins the
entire collection. The location and accessibility of the collections require a traffic flow
assessment of the floor plan so that collections are not cut off from immediate help
during a localized emergency. In 1989, an arsonist targeted the Los Angeles Public
Library (Conn). The recent renovations in the stacks inadvertently intensified the flames,
causing them to burn hotter and block the majority of the blaze from the firefighters. The
rescue workers had to cut through walls in order to reach the fire in time. In this case, a
lack of forethought and awareness of the library’s structure created an even more
dangerous situation. Architects trained in library safety and design should be selected
when renovations are planned and consulted when developing the prevention and
structural safety plan.

Preparation
In addition to being aware of the risks and having a sensor system in place,
libraries also need to establish procedures and train staff how to react in the event of a
disaster. In an emergency, small steps learned by rote make all the difference when time
is of the essence. For instance, a phone tree with home and cell phone numbers is a
simple tool in which to notify and activate staff at a moment’s notice. Specialists such as
insurance, police, fire department, local government, FEMA, structural engineers,
plumbers, and professional salvage firms should also be included on the emergency
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contact list given to department heads. Once a situation has overwhelmed or exceeded
the expertise of the staff, these external resources should be utilized so that the disaster
can be contained as quickly as possible.
Libraries should also have emergency kits prepared and easily accessible to staff
responding to the emergency and beginning the salvage process. The kit should include
flashlights, batteries, paper towels, mops, sponges, and plastic sheeting to start the clean
up process immediately (Conn). In case of asbestos and dangerous elements in the
debris, personal protection should also be included such as gloves, goggles, aprons, and
n95 or n100 facemasks. The emergency kit should also include materials used to move
records out of harm’s way and writing instruments to record where the various
collections are being moved. By having these resources immediately available to trained
personnel, the time between an issue and a catastrophe can be minimized.
A crucial factor in expediting response time is holding regular training sessions
for staff so that they are confident using safety equipment and know their duties during
an emergency. Preparing for a disaster is not just learning how to use a fire extinguisher;
the Northeast Document Conservation Center, East Texas Research Center, and a number
of other organizations offer workshops to train staff to salvage records from a myriad of
situations (Conn). In addition to outside training, libraries should also conduct regular
evacuation drills and staff tours to locate safety equipment and water shut-off valves. A
safe zone should be determined inside of the library so that if an emergency occurs and
mass communication is cut off, staff will know where to gather for further instructions.
One of the emergency disaster kits should be located here as well as a printed copy of the
disaster response plan. The plan should also state the chain of command, shown in Table
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2-1, so that these leaders can immediately take charge. By assigning these
responsibilities in advance, the response movement can be expedited and conflicting
orders can be avoided.

Table 2-1. Leadership Positions and Roles of the Disaster Response Team
Position

Role

Information Officer

Head of Public Relations and Communications

Finance Officer

Head of Finances and Authorizes Payments

Security Officer

Head of Life Safety and Security

Facilities Officer

Head of Building Needs and Equipment

Collections Officer

Head of Collections Needs and Prioritization of Collections

Logistics Officer
Head of General Management and Works with Venders
Source: Donia Conn; A Matter of When, Not If: Preventing and Preparing for Disasters.
After the patrons and library personnel are out of risk, the collections are the most
important part of the library. It is vital to prioritize the collections well in advance of a
disaster so that the most important collections can be relocated without delay. The most
vital records to save are the institutional papers, accession records, catalog, and personnel
records. Libraries will need these to prove to insurance companies the full extent of their
losses and eventually recover as much as possible (Conn). Libraries are also responsible
for items on loan from other locations; they pose a top priority in the event of a
catastrophe. The next records on the priority list are the rare records that are
irreplaceable, renown for their cultural worth, monetarily expensive, in high use, and/or
easily damaged. In the emergency disaster response plan, these top priorities should be
clearly identified, labeled, and numbered in importance on a map along with safety
equipment such as fire extinguishers, sprinkler systems, emergency exits, water shut off
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valves, smoke alarms, etc. In this way, the staff will know where important, rare, and
expensive collections should be moved from and to at a glance of a map. By having
these records clearly ranked, personnel are less tempted to save their favorite collections
instead of the high risk and rare records.
In addition to prioritizing the collections by their intellectual worth, it is also
important to determine which records will be cheaper to salvage or replace in the event of
damage. When done in advance, this assessment allows resources and labor to be
immediately reallocated to irreplaceable documents. However, this focus cannot always
be achieved. In the event that a library is utterly destroyed, the few surviving records are
salvaged as they are discovered. Ultimately, a library is a place of information, research,
and learning. Once robbed of these records, the library is no longer fulfilling its function;
thus, any emergency disaster plan must provide for the relocation and transportation of
library materials for their protection.

Response
During the response phase of the disaster plan, the library staff surveys and
protects the library to the best of their ability while or right before the disaster occurs.
These plans must be practical and flexible in order for a staff to adequately respond to the
many and varied aspects of the crises. The Information Officer must stay apprised of
meteorological events as well as bulletins and evacuation orders issued by the National
Weather Service, local government, federal government, and FEMA. The Security
Officer is in charge of personal safety and conducts an evacuation of patrons and
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personnel to the safest location. If the library staff is overwhelmed and require advice,
the Information Officer can reach out to the Northeast Document Conservation Center
(NEDCC) 24-hour Disaster Hotline or the American Institute for Conservation (AICCERT) 24-hour Disaster Hotline. Both of these resources should also be listed on the
emergency disaster response plan to be utilized as need requires.
Simultaneously, the Facilities and Collections Officers survey any immediate
risks to the library such as gauging the height of floodwaters and determining which
collections might have to be moved as well as what preventative measures can be taken.
The emergency kit(s) should be taken out of storage and used as needed. The Facilities
Officer can preemptively turn off the utilities in the case of a severe storm to prevent
secondary issues such as fire or electrified standing water. In the case of severe rainfall,
low elevation areas and doorways should be sandbagged to prevent interior flooding.
Plastic sheeting can also be used for water protection. It can be spread over collections
when the ceiling is leaking, taped over windows to prevent water leakage and prolong the
air conditioning, laid on the ground for a clean surface to air-dry records, and utilized for
many other purposes. These tactics implemented at the initial impact of the disaster can
prolong the sanctity of the library and minimize possible damage.

Recovery
After the disaster has passed and the building has been determined safe by a
certified structural engineer, the library staff can return and begin the recovery and
salvage efforts. Before entering the damaged building, workers should don facemasks,
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gloves, aprons, and other protective gear in case of dangerous toxins in the debris such as
asbestos and poisonous molds. The Collections Officer and the Facilities Officer should
walk through the building documenting all damage with pictures and videos for insurance
purposes and for future training lessons. During this time, the Information Officer should
contact the insurance consultant. After documenting the damage, the staff may begin to
move affected records to a safe and dry location. Undamaged records should also be
relocated if they are in danger of high humidity and subsequent mold growth. The
timeframe in which records must be salvaged and treated vary per material type, as
shown in Table 2-2. Generally, most salvage for wet items should be conducted within
48-72 hours of the damage. The main goal of recovery is to remove the records from
harm and stop them from degrading further.

Table 2-2. Water Damage Treatment Plans
Material
Paper: Plain

After Water Exposure
Treat Within:
72 Hours

Treatment Technique
Air Dry or Flash Freeze

Paper: Clay‐Coated

6 Hours

Flash Freeze

Microfilm, Microfiche

72 Hours

Motion Picture Film,
Photos and Negatives
After 1950
Photos and Negatives
Before 1950
DVDs, CDs, CD‐ROMs

72 Hours

Hang Dry or
Send Out Wet
Hang Dry or Flash Freeze

‐‐‐

Send to Conservator

Immediately

Dry and Clean

Magnetic Tape

Immediately

Dry and Clean
Do Not Freeze
Technology
Immediately
Dry, Clean, and Recertify
Source: Miriam B. Kahn; Disaster Response and Planning for Libraries; 1998, 10.
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Removing damaged documents can be difficult, as they are often contaminated by
debris and are very unstable. The emergency disaster kit should contain packaging
materials such as boxes of a unified size that can be lined with plastic bags, so that wet
books don’t destroy the cardboard containers. Furthermore, books should be individually
wrapped in wax paper or freezer paper to prevent the ink from bleeding and mold from
contaminating other nearby volumes (Conn). Most material types should be immediately
air dried or wrapped in bundles and preserved in the freezer to temporarily halt the
destruction by water. After the water, mold, or other destructive elements are
neutralized, each volume can be inspected, assessed, and cleaned.
After these initial preservation steps have been taken, the situation can be
reassessed and a conservation plan can be drafted to determine the logistics and the order
in which individual records will be treated and returned to circulation. While
preservation and conservation are similar in that they both care for books, Michigan State
University describes their relation best when they state:
Preservation is concerned with the collection as a whole, including
environmental conditions, disaster and emergency planning and overall
administration. Conservation, on the other hand, is much more focused on
the individual volumes within the collection. A conservator will repair, or
treat, a single book, often devoting many hours to the various steps
involved in its treatment. (Michigan State University Libraries)
In this way, record are processed individually but often treated in mass. It is
recommended by the Pennsylvania State University that waterlogged records
should be air-dried when they number under 100 volumes or less (Penn State
University Libraries 31). When more than 100 volumes are affected, freezing is
the recommended treatment to provide the time required to tend to individual
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records at a later date. Recovery efforts proceed until all records damaged by the
disaster have either been repaired or replaced and the building returns to operating
condition. Documentation of the recovery efforts needs to be recorded in a
uniform manner, usually by creating a citation within the catalog note field that
identifies the type of repair and the date of the treatment.

Reassessment
After the disaster has occurred and the library has returned to functioning
capacity, the staff should review the effectiveness of the disaster preparedness plan.
While this plan should be reviewed and updated yearly, the post-disaster reassessment
should address any possible improvements. Based on a sample survey of the 75% of
libraries having experienced a disaster, only 8% felt they did an “excellent” job
responding to the crisis (Thomas and Voss 21, 32). While 51% of libraries felt they did a
“good” job in their response, leaving 41% of libraries with a below “good” feeling when
analyzing their institution’s reaction to the crisis. This statistic shows the great need for
these libraries to develop, reassess, or revise their disaster preparedness programs. It is
not enough to merely hope that an emergency will never occur, libraries must prepare for
the possibility of a disaster.
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Chapter 3
Water Based Disasters
“It is an all-too-human frailty to suppose that a favorable wind will blow forever.”
–Rick Bode
Water is one of the most detrimental and common damaging factors in a library.
Even when floods, hurricanes, or tsunamis are not involved, records can still be damaged
by water when earthquakes rupture water mains, when ice storms freeze, when
firefighters douse small fires, when pipes burst, and many other unanticipated scenarios.
Ultimately, 61% of all library emergencies are attributed to water related damages
(Thomas and Voss 7). The water contaminating the records is often not clean drinking
water, but rather water contaminated with oil, gasoline, raw sewage, asbestos, and any
other dirt accumulated from the debris.
Affecting every state in America, flooding is one of the most widespread natural
disasters, as seen in Figure 3-1. The causes of these floods may include broken pipes,
storm surges, heavy rains, overrun levees and dams, hurricanes, groundwater, and river
overflow, all of which have the potential to damage libraries, houses, and towns. Even a
small amount of standing water can have detrimental repercussions: six inches of water is
enough to stall a car, one foot of water can float most vehicles, two feet of rushing water
can float SUVs and pick up trucks (FEMA 53). Since water damage can occur with little
to no warning, especially broken pipes and flash floods, libraries must have disaster
response plans in place well before the small or large-scale emergency so that the
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librarians are prepared to enact them at a moment’s notice. A perfect recent example of
this issue is the extensive damage to libraries within the reach of Hurricane Katrina, Fall
2005.

Figure 3-1. Average Amount of Money Per Year Spent on Flood Damage by State

Source: FEMA; Are You Ready? An In-Depth Guide to Citizen Preparedness; 50.

Small-Scale Emergency
Leaking pipes and roofs, small floods, condensation dripping from pipes, and
restroom overflows are often the cause of small-scale water-based disasters. These
localized disasters are generally contained to an area of the library and can be dealt with
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in house or by local emergency responders. Preventative measures include purchasing
bookshelves that raise records at least four inches off of the ground; this height
neutralizes most minor flooding issues. Portable bookshelves are also an option so that
the entire stack can be relocated; in this way, the library can stay open and continue
lending books. Libraries should also avoid storing important records under large water
or air conditioning pipes. Condensation on the pipes can drip onto the collection and
cause mold. Clogged gutters and drains during a rainstorm can also lead to minor
flooding. Many of these microcosms and maintenance issues can be monitored and
repaired before they result in a disaster. Localized emergencies that cannot be predicted
should be dealt with before they have the opportunity to spread and devastate the entire
library. Since the localized emergencies only affect specific parts of the library, once the
emergency is discovered, the response time is very rapid by both library personnel and
local emergency responders. With patrons and staff already safely accounted for, the
records can be immediately addressed within the 48-72 hour recommended timetable.

Large-Scale Emergency
Disaster planning for large-scale disasters, such as a hurricanes, is much more
difficult than for a localized flood or a water line break. A hurricane can pose four major
challenges: storm surge (flooding), high winds, tornados, and torrential rain. Based on
Table 3-1, even the smaller hurricanes can cause massive amounts of flooding and
damage to coastal libraries. Dependent on the location and strength of the hurricane,
these calamities can span multiple states and devastate entire areas. With such a large
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storm building for days offshore, the meteorologists can predict the storm’s path of
destruction. This forewarning and weather watch provide more time for libraries to
evacuate patrons and close the facilities. When preparing for a large disaster, the library
staff, local government, and FEMA work together to save lives and preserve the property.

Table 3-1. Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale

Source: FEMA; Are You Ready? An In-Depth Guide to Citizen Preparedness; 66.
Libraries on the southern and eastern seaboards are most at risk for hurricane
damage, as depicted in Figure 3-2. However, even the libraries that do not border the
Atlantic Ocean or Gulf of Mexico must still plan for large-scale flooding. While raising
the stacks four inches off the ground can avert most damage from a small-scale disaster,
either a large flood or the storm surge of a hurricane can reach between 4-18+ feet or
even higher during high tide (FEMA). These floodwaters can easily swamp the basement
and ground floor of a library. Depending on how close the library is to the shore and the
strength of the storm, collections in basements and lower shelves of first floors should be
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moved to a higher location to avoid damage. Records should be prioritized so that the
most valuable and irreplaceable collections can be moved to an upper floor or
preemptively moved to higher ground to the best of the library’s ability. Often a library
does not have space above the potential flood height to store at risk records. This should
be taken into account when writing the disaster response plan, so that the library can
relocate collections into nearby institutions with multiple floors. While there is probably
not enough time to accomplish this in the event of a flash flood, a hurricane’s path can be
predicted days in advance, giving libraries the time they need to sandbag low-lying areas,
board up windows, and relocate collections.

Figure 3-2. Hurricane Direct Hits on the Continental United States

Source: FEMA; Are You Ready? An In-Depth Guide to Citizen Preparedness; 67.
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If a large-scale disaster occurs suddenly during work-hours, patrons and personnel
will be trapped within the library while the collection are at risk from water damage.
Librarians should calmly prepare the patrons and collections to mobilize as necessary to
avoid the incoming water. While floodwaters are high or even just a few inches deep, it
is dangerous to drive on the roads (FEMA 53). Once the floodwaters have made the
roads impassable, there will be little chance to evacuate the library or receive external
emergency assistance. At this point, the survival of the library is determined by its
preparation and organization. When a widespread disaster occurs after-hours or after an
evacuation, even the employees are not present to relocate records and thus only the
library’s standing disaster precautions and preparations are in place to mitigate the
damages.
Not only may libraries be inaccessible during the course of the disaster, they are
often unreachable for a significant time afterwards as the local emergency response team
concentrates on rescue before damage assessment. Library personnel can only return to
their library after a large storm has passed and the floodwaters have receded. After a
large-scale disaster, the building may be compromised and should be certified by a
structural engineer before anyone enters the building to start the salvage. All of these
safety procedures delay the recovery process, forcing the waterlogged volumes to remain
untreated well after the recommended 72 hours and making it increasingly more difficult
to restore the damaged collections. Therefore, the bulk of the preparations for a largescale disaster must take place well in advance of the event.
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Water Recovery
Once the library becomes accessible again after the flood and weather, the salvage
can begin. Speed in locating, treating, and restoring damaged volumes is vital. The
longer books are left in a warm and humid condition, the more likely the ink will run,
pages will meld together, mold will grow, bindings will rust, and the environment will
attract insects. Books need to be dried quickly, especially books with clay-coated
bookplates; these records are highly absorbent and if left to dry untreated, the books
“block” together and becomes a solid brick of cardboard and paper ("Flood and Water
Response and Recovery"). In a small-scale disaster the number of records affected are
relatively few and they are largely treated promptly before the 72-hour window of repair
opportunity expires. When a hundred or fewer volumes are affected, they should be airdried by positioning them upright and propped open on clean surfaces of the staging
areas. The floors and tables should also be layered with paper towels with nearby fans
and adequate air circulation. After they have dried and stopped further degradation, the
records can be repaired, flattened, and vacuumed.
By the time that the resources can be reached in a large-scale disaster, the bulk of
the affected resources have already passed beyond salvaging and those that are still
savable require immediate attention. It is more time efficient and practical to freeze-dry
large quantities of affected literature. By rapidly freezing the books, water does not have
time to set and destroy the pages; rather it turns immediately to ice crystals that can be
vacuumed out of the books or sublimed with little damage at a later date. When
waterlogged books are in need of transport away from the damaged library to a freezer or
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dry location, it is best to line the cardboard boxes or other boxes with plastic bags so that
the wet books do not destroy the units meant to transport them to safety. When a large
section of the collection is damaged by water, libraries should utilize their relationships
within the community so that books can temporarily be stored in freezer units.
Universities' Food Service Departments often have large freezers that may be utilized for
these purposes. In the long term, untreated books will grow mold in the moist
environment and be permanently destroyed.
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Chapter 4
Case Studies of Water Based Emergencies
“Experience gained from this disaster appears similar to the two sides of the same coin”
(Iona and Plassmann 22)
When disasters strike, libraries are at risk of losing their cultural and educational
records. Both small and large-scale emergencies have the potential to devastate a library.
Yet with a disaster plan in place to support planning and recovery efforts, libraries are
better prepared to deal with these threats. This chapter addresses two flooding case
studies: the Pattee Library Flood and Hurricane Katrina’s impact on coastal libraries.
Both of these events epitomize the importance and applicability of a disaster plan in small
and large-scale emergencies.

Small-Scale Disaster Case Study: Penn State University Library Flood
In 1993, the Pennsylvania State University’s Pattee Library suffered a small-scale
disaster that shut down parts of the library for 48 hours. This unexpected closure was
triggered when a water main burst in the street directly behind the library. Releasing
890,000 gallons of water into the library starting around 3 a.m. on June 25th, the twelveinch pipe fed surging waters under the loading dock door, through the Literature Room,
and onto multiple floors of the stacks (Kellerman). Eighteen inches of water submerged
two shelves of books on the first floor of the Stacks, another two to five inches of
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standing water soaked the second floor stacks, and even more water rushed into the
elevator shaft. While the flood affected 30,600 volumes, it only damaged the first two
floors of the library, leaving the rest of the library unscathed.
This incident occurred in the early hours of the morning without warning, when
the head of preservation and other librarians were attending a conference out of town. In
the meantime, Charles Mann, the rare books librarian, was left in charge of salvage and
recovery (Stout). The rare books librarian was not the intended leader of the recovery
efforts; yet, Mann was able to lead the immediate response team by following the
fledgling disaster response plan. Once notified by PSU Police Services, the library
personnel set to work and notified the appropriate cleanup crews. By 6:30am the Penn
State Office of Physical Plant (OPP) had arrived and proceeded to pump water from the
building (Kellerman). All of the books had to be evacuated from the disaster zone so
that OPP could clean out the filthy water, remove waterlogged carpets, and restore the
library to a book-safe environment.
This small-scale disaster drenched books from two floors of the stacks. Since the
water damage was localized, the emergency responders could quickly gain access to the
area and begin the cleanup process. Books with less than two inches of water damage
were relocated to air-dry throughout in the library. However, books with more water
damage were immediately individually wrapped in freezer paper and sent to the
University’s freezer unit. Penn State’s Libraries are on good terms with the University’s
Housing and Food Service Department, which allowed the library to store large quantities
of waterlogged books in their freezers. It is vital to preemptively plan for floods so that
these positive interdepartmental relationships can be developed. Speed was paramount in
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the allocation of resources; not only did certain records require treatment faster than
others, but the combination of the summer heat and the moisture from the water main
created an optimal environment for mold to grow. Only one hundred volumes were
contaminated with mold and the library personnel rapidly quarantined them (Stout).
Ultimately, these few volumes were treated with an alcohol bath to kill the mold before
the books were vacuum freeze dried.
When books were removed from their high-risk wet areas, they were sorted into
three broad categories: already dry, air-dry, or freeze-dry. The undamaged items were
removed from the moist environment and kept isolated until they could be reshelved.
Books that needed to be air-dried were stood upright and propped open to increase the
impact of the fan coverage and air circulation. According to Charles Mann, the sodden
rag paper documents would have prominent water stains, although the paper would not
adhere together when wet. Pages of waterlogged books had to be individually turned,
which prevented the pages from blocking, or sticking together. Lastly, drenched records
that need to be frozen were wrapped by volume in freezer paper and placed in milk
crates. The crates were then stacked onto a pallet and put into the freezer. Photographs
had to be freeze-dried immediately or the pictures would have irreparably adhered
together. This immediately extended the amount of time that the librarians have to
stabilize the collections and to determine if the worth of the records outweighed the
preservation and replacement costs. In the 1993 flood, the Pattee Library sent twentyfive pallets of records, numbering around a total of 12,100 volumes into storage ("Pattee
Library Flood Recovery"). Forty-one days later on August 5, 1993, the 1,400 duplicate
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records and those easily replaced were discarded from the freezer while the rest were
vacuum freeze-dried to be put back into circulation (Kellerman).
The library’s fast and orderly response ensured all wet records were stabilized
within 48 hours, which is even more prompt than Kahn’s recommended 72-hour response
time frame. With disaster preparedness plans in place and 156 library volunteers working
in salvage teams, nearly 90% of the air-dried volumes were repaired and reshelved within
the month and 70% of the vacuum freeze-dried records were treated and available within
four months (Kellerman). This was an excellent turnaround time for the 30,600 records
that were affected by the burst water pipe, as many of them required new bindings and
extensive cleaning. The Pattee Library had to replace only 0.5% of their damaged
collection, proving the effectiveness of Pennsylvania State University Library’s reaction
to small-scale disasters.

Large-Scale Disaster Case Study: Hurricane Katrina
In harsh contrast to Pennsylvania State University’s small-scale flood, Hurricane
Katrina devastated several states. Making landfall as a Category 4 hurricane with winds
of 140+ miles per hour and a 20-foot storm surge, Hurricane Katrina destroyed or
severely damaged 42 library buildings (Handwerk; Frank 2). Jeffrey Frank surveyed a
number of New Orleans libraries following Hurricane Katrina. Out of the five libraries
he surveyed, three did not have a disaster plan to cover hurricane or flooding nor do they
intend to create one (74-76). One library responded that they had a verbal set of
directions, which they followed and have since created a disaster response plan that they
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have already put to use on a number of occasions. Lastly, one library had a disaster plan
in place and updated it after the hurricane to be more effective. New Orleans libraries
appeared disillusioned by the thought of a large-scale disaster. Frank highlights an
academic library’s personal response:
No one in the city of New Orleans likely had much of a disaster plan in
place since it was generally understood that if the levees breached, the
flooding would be massive, thus rendering such a plan useless. (Frank 75)
This outlook is disturbing considering that the cost in damages for one academic library
was approximately $100,000+ while it cost around $80 million in damage to a
government depository (70). In addition to monetary damages, the hurricane destroyed
tens of thousands of books and records, many of which were unique to the area. Figure
4-2 depicts the severity of these damages ranging from minor (in green) with only
minimal mold out breaks and a few broken windows, to moderate (in yellow) where there
is structural damage and flooding, and severe damage (in red) where libraries had
significant structural damage and high flooding (46). Many of the severely damaged
libraries chose not to reopen after Hurricane Katrina. In Louisiana alone, the public
library system suffered damages between $26 and $30 million, 23 of the 188 public
libraries were completely destroyed while 33 libraries were severely damaged, and 37
libraries were moderately damaged (Clareson & Long). With such a great risk to the
libraries, it is of utmost importance that they prepare for another possible large-scale
emergency and create a practical and flexible disaster response plan.
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Figure 4-1. Hurricane Katrina Damage to Libraries in Louisiana and Mississippi

Source: Jeffrey Frank; The Impact of Hurricane Katrina on Gulf Coast Libraries and
Their Disaster Planning; 57-58.

For too long the focus of disaster planning for large-scale events has been a focus
on protecting the entire library from any harm or nothing. Both are impractical options.
The Director of the Harrison County Library system in Mississippi, Robert Lipscomb,
stated, “The best plan in the world wouldn’t have saved this situation; this was
completely out of control” (Clareson & Long). With such a large-scale disaster there is
no way for a library to be completely protected and in realizing so, too many libraries
give up completely on any disaster planning. Instead of this disillusionment, libraries
should focus on the small steps that can help mitigate the damage. Lipscomb also
emphasized the importance of these disaster plans when he state, “we had prioritized
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what we were going to salvage afterward, which things were most important” (Clareson
& Long). He continues to stress the importance of having a strong disaster response plan;
without one the library system would have lost even more of their already damaged
collection. Just an extra inch in vertical evacuation may help the records stay safe or
emerge faster from as the floodwater ebbs. Even the smallest acts of preparation and
forethought can make the difference in the event of a disaster.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
“The very existence of libraries affords the best evidence that we may yet have hope for
the future of man.” –T.S. Eliot (Jeffers)
Ultimately, libraries face two main challenges during a disaster: the scope of the
crisis and the inability for their present disaster plans to account for the demands of the
emergency. First, too many libraries do not have emergency disaster plans and those that
do historically do not adequately prepare for the large scope of a disaster. Since the
floodwaters, deadly currents, and raging winds affect a wide area, the bulk of the town’s
rescue and recovery endeavors are on human survivors and not the intellectual property
of a library. This holds true to many mission statements and disaster response plans
where the patron’s safety is placed first. In a large-scale disaster it is likely that the books
and records will stay in the flooded conditions longer than the recommended 72-hour
response timetable, Table 2-2 (Kahn 1998, 10). Since it is largely impractical to respond
within this timetable during a large-scale disaster, the bulk of a library’s work will have
to be done during the preparation phase before the disaster occurs. Depending on the
type of large-scale emergency, there may be very little time to respond; a flash flood
could happen in minutes, a tsunami could land with less than five minutes notice, a
hurricane’s path could suddenly change. Natural disasters cannot be stopped or
definitively predicted and they have the potential to devastate incredibly large areas of
land. Thus, the best disaster response plan is one that is already in place and actively
practiced.
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To protect records from flooding, clay coated papers such as yearbooks and
journals should be shelved on upper floors or higher bookshelves with other high risk or
valuable resources. Basements in areas prone to flooding should not house rare
documents or digital data storage; the lower level would be better suited as a leisure
reading area with easily replaceable books. Store database backup drives in sturdy
waterproof containers to maximize the likelihood they can be recovered during the
salvage. Plan to also have a redundant copy of the data stored off-site. Install the
building-wide HVAC on the roof instead of in the basement or ground floor so that it will
not be disabled during a flood and the air conditioning unit will still be functional after an
emergency to delay mold growth with low temperatures. Plan to include in the disaster
response a location where the most important collections can be stored at a higher
elevation. If time allows, move the collections to this location well in advance of a
hurricane. If the force of the extreme weather does not destroy the entire building, the
records stored above the storm surge should be safe from immediate harm. Planning
vertical evacuation is vital in these situations as it relocates records to a more secure and
elevated location above floodwaters. If the library is at a high risk for a hurricane, it
should make plans with another library farther from the coastline where the records could
be temporarily stored for a few days when the storm hits. Evacuating records to a
different facility will be easier if the logistics of when and how the transfer will occur has
already been negotiated and incorporated into the disaster plan. Ultimately, the scope of
any disaster dictates the conditions that the disaster plan must address.
Even during disasters, libraries seek to provide a service to patrons as a source of
knowledge and safety. When Hurricane Irene hit the New Jersey coast in August of
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2011, there were half a million people without power and 15,000 people taking shelter in
45 emergency shelters (PPLNJ). The Princeton Public Library extended hours and
started “Plug In and Power Up Day” where the library offered over 4,500 patrons a safe
place to access the internet, converse with the outside world, charge cell phones, and
other devices. Having a library open and ready to support its patrons is vital to create a
sense of community and a return to some semblance of normality. Thus, it is paramount
that libraries have a written disaster response plan so that the library and its collections
weather the storm, recover quickly, and open promptly to return to the library’s main
purpose: to foster a learning environment within the community.
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Appendix A
Disaster Scale
Figure A-1. Severity of Disaster Chart

Source: Library of Congress; "Level of Collections Emergency Scenarios;" Preservation.
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